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Global shortage of RT per IAEA – NCD shortfall 

https://cancer.iaea.org/agart.asp

Shortfall of over 5000 linear accelerators (essential for total cancer care) 
in developing world and many thousands of needed experts



Addressing issue- why cancer:

“There are other diseases we need to take care of 
before cancer.”
• Correct, but NCDs outnumber infectious and 

parasitic diseases  (ID) (not that they are in 
competition).

• Cancer is in second place for LMICs. Cancer is even 
worse for UMICs (which is aspirational goal of 
LMIC, so we now start with the LMIC)

• Stable healthcare infrastructure necessary.  
Addressing cancer also addresses infectious 
diseases (vaccination for HPV, hepatitis and 
treatment for others as basis for ID as routine and 
essential part of healthcare system).

• Cancer prevention and survivorship address other 
NCDs (cardiovascular, respiratory, metabolic,…)
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The shortfall can be distilled down to shortage of expertise

and built around the need to address Cancer

Capacity building The stated goal of global agencies

Capability Recruit and mentor- the breadth of skills needed

Credibility Mentorship- pass a Site Visit at global standards

Connectivity Geographic- technology that works in challenging environment

Continuity Recruit, retain with sustainable partnerships

Community Expertise on site and mentored. Local champions!

Career path Addressing health and healthcare equity is moral imperative 

Commitment From country, community, industry; successful business model

Camaraderie Personal connections, career-long mentor-mentee relationships
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“It always seems impossible until it's 
done.” 

Nelson Mandela (1918 - 2013)

“Never doubt that a small, 
group of thoughtful, 
committed citizens can 
change the world. Indeed, it 
is the only thing that ever 
has.”

Margaret Mead, 1901-1978

Inspiration doesn’t get old:
Being part of the serious  effort for a solution 

puts one in good company
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